


who

what

why

FYD is a decentralized online community
of freelancers and crypto enthusiasts

creating a decentralized gig-economy
utilizing blockchain and cryptocurrency

after becoming your own bank through crypto,
becoming your own employer is the next step.



FYDme connects freelancers with clients
without the need for a third party or fees

FYDwiki focusses on those new to crypto
with free explainer video’s and articles

FYDcoin is a digital coin for freelancers. 
Fast transactions with minimal fees.

FYDswap provides an easy way to trade 
FYD for BTC/DASH without an exchange



become your own bank



what

why

benefit

FYDcoins are digital coins that can be sent
from person to person without a bank

fast transactions with low fees make FYDcoins
ideal for microtransactions in the gig economy

helping freelancers to be in control of their
finances, and generate a passive income



Total blocks Chain age Consensus

1,2 M

400k 70 FYD 20 FYD
MN collateral MN Rewards Staking Rewards

2 years+ PoS

coin 
details

chain
details

reward
details

Current supply Maximum supply Treasury

571 M 650 M 28 M



coin 
benefits

chain 
benefits

rewards
benefits

Finite asset: there will only ever be 650M FYD
Decentralized: no central ownership of the coin

the FYD chain has been live for over 2 years
and uses less energy than alternatives (BTC)

masternodes and staking promote hodling FYD
reducing available supply & creating demand



coin 
benefit

chain 
benefit

rewards
benefit

Finite. There will only ever be 650M FYD. 
self-funding through the FYD treasury

the FYD chain has been live for over 2 years
and uses less energy than alternatives (BTC)

masternodes and staking promote hodling FYD
reducing available supply & creating demand



reward structure

MasternodesTotal rewardsBlocks Staking Treasury Time period

70 FYD100 FYD 20 FYD 10 FYD 1 year1M - 1.5M

Blocks

1.5M-2.1M

2.1M-2.6M

2.6M-3.1M

3.1M-3.6M

3.6M-4.2M

4.2M-4.7M

4.7M-5.2M

5.2M-5.7M

5.7M-6.3M

6.3M-6.8M

6.8M-7.3M

7.3M+

50 FYD 35 FYD

17.5 FYD

7 FYD

3.5 FYD

1.75 FYD

0.875 FYD

0.175 FYD

0.035 FYD

0.007 FYD

0.0014 FYD

10 FYD

5 FYD

2 FYD

.00008 FYD.00028 FYD.0004 FYD

fees only 70% 20% 10%

5 FYD

5 FYD

2.5 FYD

1 FYD

1 FYD .5 FYD

.05 FYD

.05 FYD

.5 FYD .25 FYD

.25 FYD .125 FYD

2.5 FYD

1.25 FYD

.25 FYD .025 FYD

.005 FYD

.001 FYD

.01 FYD

.01 FYD

.0002 FYD

.002 FYD

.002 FYD

.00004 FYD

.0004 FYD

25 FYD

10 FYD

Total rewards Masternodes Staking Treasury



halving

staking

masternodes

Similar to Bitcoin, FYD has a yearly event
where the blockrewards are reduced

reward structure explained

by locking up 400.000 FYD in your own wallet
users can generate more rewards than staking

by holding FYD in a personal wallet, users can 
earn a passive income through staking rewards



project and code inspiration

PivX is the first crypto to introduce proof of stake
where stakers replace miners to verify transactions

DASH is the first crypto to introduce masternodes,
instant sending, and micro transaction fees.

Bitcoin is the first decentralized cryptocurrency
with a finite supply. The pioneer of digital assets.



become your own exchange



what

why

benefit

FYDswap is a solution to swap FYDcoin
for Bitcoin or DASH without exchange

crypto exchanges can be difficult for some,
others are excluded due to geo restrictions

providing newcomers an easy and safe way 
to buy and sell FYDcoin without registration



crypto academy for beginners



what

how

benefit

FYDwiki is an easy way for newcomers to
get introduced to crypto and blockchain 

free explainer videos, online articles, and 
more information simplified for newcomers

educating newcomers about the benefits of
crypto, and (in)directly about FYD’s benefits



become your own exchange



what

why

benefit

FYDswap is a solution to swap FYDcoin
for Bitcoin or DASH without exchange

crypto exchanges can be difficult for some,
others are excluded due to geo restrictions

providing newcomers an easy and safe way 
to buy and sell FYDcoin without registration



@FYDcoin FYDcoin FYDcoin t.me/FYD_coin


